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WHEN THE GODS PLAY THE ROLES OF THE PARTICLES. 

SEXUALITY AND QUANTUM LANGUAGE IN THE PERCEPTION 

OF THE OGDOADE OF HERMOPOLIS 

 

RENATA TATOMIR 

The Sergiu Al-George Institute of Oriental Studies, Bucharest 

 

The second cosmological tradition of Egypt was developed at Khmwnw, or 

Hermopolis
1
, the capital of the 15th nome of Upper Egypt, and apparently during a time 

of reaction against the religious hegemony of Heliopolis.  

According to this tradition, The Ogdoad (usually translated as the primeval 

chaos) existed at the beginning of time before the world was created
2
.  

To understand and describe what existed beyond their known world, the Ancient 

Egyptians contrasted qualities manifesting whiting the world in which they lived. 

Therefore the chaos possessed four features composed of eight gods – or rather divine 

abstract concepts – grouped in pairs and worshiped in Hermopolis. They were arranged 

in four male-female pairs, that is eight divine abstractions, with the male-gods 

associated with frogs, and the female goddesses with snakes: Nun-Naunet (meaning 

both «the initial waters» and «inertia»), Kwk-Kauket («the darkness»), Hwh-Hauhet 

(i.e., infinity and timeless, «spatial infinity»), Amun-Amaunet («That which is 

hidden»)
3
. 

The Ogdoad, or the primordial Eight, as envisaged at Hermopolis together form, 

as the texts indicate, a single entity
4
. Sometimes, in the Coffin Texts, this entity is said 

                                                 
1 MAEHLER, 2005; BOYLAN, 1922 

2 The names assigned to the Ogdoad vary from one version to another: Nun and Naunet, Amun and 

Amaunet, Hwh and Hauhet, Kwk and Kauket, Tenem and Tenemet; but the general ideas they represent 

are clear enough: darkness, formlessness, boundlessness, directionlessness, hiddenness, and so forth. In 

other words, the gods of the Ogdoad possess the attributes of the watery chaos which existed before the 

beginning of creation. (Cf. QUIRKE, 1992: 25; LEONARD H. LESKO, 1991: 94-95.) In some versions of the 

myth, however, the Ogdoad are themselves created by Atum or Shw. (Tobin, 1989: 60-61.) This is yet 

another example of the kind of syncretistic accommodation which runs throughout the whole corpus of 

Egyptian mythology. 

3 LAMY, 1981: 10-11 

4 The earliest reference to the Hermopolitan cosmogony however is found in the Pyramid Texts, § 446: 

“You have your offering-bread, O Niu and Nenet, you two protectors(?) of the gods Who protect the gods 

with your shadow. You have your offering-bread, O Amun and Amaunet, You two protectors(?) of the 

gods Who protect the gods with your shadow. You have your offering-bread, O Atum and Ruti, Who 

yourselves created your godheads and your persons. O Shu and Tefenet who made the gods, Who begot 

the gods and established the gods...” (FAULKNER, 1969)  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermopolis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huh_(god)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amaunet
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to be made by the primordial god Shw, the Void. His name comes from the verb Swj, 

«to be void».   

That is why, as the CT Spell 78
5
 goes: 

«O you eight Chaos-gods who are in charge of the chambers of the sky,  

 

j HH 8 jpw jrw awt pt 

Oh! You eight infinite ones who make up the parts of the sky.» 

«Whom Shw made from the efflux of his members, who put together the ladder of Shw, 

come and meet your father in me, give me your arms, put together the ladder for me, for I am he 

who created you and made you, even as I was created by your father Atum.» (CT Spell 76)
6
. 

In the same spell, some of their features are displayed. For example, it is said 

that they «brighten chaos and lighten the skies»; while the snakes are said to be «the 

seed of Shw»
7
.   

The Ogdoad is an expression of the precreational state. These divine concepts 

were expressed in linguistic and visual metaphors, personifying the eight characteristic 

of the so-called «chaotic» pre-world, out of which the whole visible and manifested 

Universe emerged. The visual metaphor of the Ogdoad is apparently swampy mire, a 

seething primal cradle in which the eight divine abstractions lived.  

But rather than regard it that way – in the watery Biblical mode – it seems more 

fruitful to see it as indefinable substance, the eternal and infinite source of the 

forthcoming created Universe.  

Because these four states of the pre-world were perceived as «beings» of 

creation, and creators themselves, the male gods were given female counterparts. As 

frogs and snakes were considered representative of prolific, aquatic species, frog-

headed males were paired with snake-headed females. 

Apart from their symbolist identification of their genders, there was little to 

distinguish the male god in a pair from the female goddess. Essentially, each pair 

                                                 
5 FAULKNER, 1973 

6 Ibidem. 

7 It is worthy to note that in the Coffin Texts Spell 80, however, Shw is given the name of ankh or “life”. 

(FAULKNER, 1973) 
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represents the duality expressed in contradiction and complementarily, generally 

synthesized as the metaphorical aspect of the male and female (hint: the –t at the end of 

a name indicates the female aspect in each case). Together the four concepts represent 

the primal fundamental state of the pre-beginning from whom all others came. 

 1. Nun and Naunet – from the word nnw the primordial liquid state, a «watery 

expanse» (Wateriness), which may be associated with the inertness; 

 2. Hwh and Hauhet – from the word HH «unending time», infinite (Infiniteness), 

eternity, and timeless – which may be understood also as the lack of time; 

 3. Kwk and Kauket – from the word kkw, «darkness», or the lack of light; 

 4. Amun-Amaunet – «That which is hidden» (Hiddenness). 

 

PICTURE 01 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amaunet
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After the Ogdoad created everything that exists, then they die. It is important to 

keep in mind this remark: eventually the eight gods die.   

So far so good, one may say. Well, not exactly. Apparently it looks like a 

primeval zoo-drama or may be a soap opera where the stars are snakes and frogs. And 

where all characters eventually die. From this perspective, one may ask why should this 

be called «divine»? 

In my point of view, in this case particularly and also in such case of 

cosmological issues, to correctly understand the abstruse meaning of this story it is 

important to appeal not only to the traditional disciplines and fields of research, 

necessary for the Egyptologist – such as linguistic, archaeology and so on – but to 

particle physics as the main discipline for investigation, and to transdiciplinarity as the 

method.  
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Transdisciplinarity as method of investigation 

 

Transdisciplinarity is a principle of scientific research and intra disciplinary 

practice that describes the application of scientific approaches to problems that 

transcend the boundaries of conventional academic disciplines. Transdisciplinarity (a 

term introduced in 1970 by Jean Piaget
8
) concerns that which is at once between the 

disciplines, across the different disciplines, and beyond each individual discipline. Its 

goal is the understanding of the present world, of which one of the imperatives is the 

overarching unity of knowledge. The transdisciplinarity is defined by the theoretical 

physicist Basarab Nicolescu (the author of the Manifest of Transdiciplinarity
9
) through 

three methodological postulates: the existence of levels of Reality, the logic of the 

included middle, and complexity. Along with some important aspects taken from the 

particle physics, all these three methodological postulates are found in the Hermopolitan 

account.  

Transdisciplinarity concerns the dynamics engendered by the action of several 

levels of Reality at once. The discovery of these dynamics necessarily passes through 

disciplinary knowledge. Transdisciplinary research is not antagonistic but 

complementary to multidisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity research. 

How should we apply however all these to the Ogdoad? And precisely what 

might be the implications? How could affect these our understanding of the Egyptian 

theological pattern of the pre-manifested world? 

I consider important to say that I do not intend here to make any comparison and 

approachment between apparently unrelated disciplines just for the sake of 

comparability. By applying principles extant in some disciplines in others, the 

transdiciplinary perspective might help to understand the Ancient Egyptian way of 

thinking. One whose main feature obviously was the unity of knowledge. 

Trandisciplinarity allows us to handle with linguistic and visual metaphors. While 

apparently they belong to distinct fields of research and disciplines, one may 

surprisingly find that often their true meaning is the same, hidden only by the veils of 

                                                 
8 The Physicist Basarab Nicolescu mentioned the fact that it was Piaget who coined the word 

transdisciplinarity: « Enfin, à l'étape des relations interdisciplinaires, on peut espérer voir succéder une 

étape supérieure, qui serait "transdisciplinaire", qui ne se contenterait pas d'atteindre des interactions ou 

réciprocités entre recherches spécialisées, mais situerait ces liaisons à l'intérieur d'un système total sans 

frontières stables entre les disciplines. » (PIAGET, 1972, 144). 

9 NICOLESCU, 2002 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basarab_Nicolescu
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our different languages metaphors. That is why the metaphors may be called 

transdiciplinary vehicles, which carry important and universal information
10

. 

Therefore, to me the Hermopolitan theology may describe a perfect pattern of 

the quantum state of what has happened before the emerging of our manifested (and 

consequently perceived with our senses) universe. Which means the quantum origins of 

cosmic structure. Moreover, the Hermopolitan account allows us to distinguish two 

different levels of Reality:  

1. The unifying level of the undifferentiated matter-energy state 

2. The level of duality, or our binary universe. 

 

PICTURE02

 

                                                 
10 Judge, 1991 
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The Hermopolitan theology, the Big Bang and the Quantum theory 

 

According to the Big Bang theory, at some time in the distant past there was 

noting. More precisely, approximately 13.7 billion years ago, the entirety of our 

universe was compressed into the confines of an atomic nucleus. A process known as 

vacuum fluctuation created what astrophysicists call a singularity – which means the 

entirety of our universe was compressed into the confines of an atomic nucleus: this is 

the moment before creation when space and time did not exist. According to the 

prevailing cosmological models that explain our universe, an ineffable explosion, 

trillions of degrees in temperature on any measurement scale, that was infinitely dense, 

created not only fundamental subatomic particles and thus matter and energy but also 

space and time itself. Cosmology theorists combined with the observations of their 

astronomy colleagues have been able to reconstruct the primordial chronology of events 

known as the big bang. Quantum theory suggests that moments after the explosion at 10 

-43 second, the four forces of nature; strong nuclear, weak nuclear, electromagnetic and 

gravity were combined as a single «super force»
11

. Elementary particles known as 

                                                 
11 WALD, 1992 
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quarks begin to bond in trios, forming photons, positrons and neutrinos and were 

created along with their antiparticles. There are minuscule amounts of protons and 

neutrons at this stage; approximately 1 for every one billion photons, neutrinos or 

electrons
12

. The density of the Universe in its first moment of life is thought to have 

been 1094g/cm3 with the majority of this being radiation. For each billion pairs of these 

heavy particles (hadrons) that were created, one was spared annihilation due to particle-

antiparticle collisions, i.e, the quarks and antiquarks die (just as the «divine» couples of 

Egyptian entities did). The remaining particles constitute the majority of our universe 

today
13

. 

Physical laws as we know them did not exist due to the presence of incredibly 

large amounts of energy, in the form of photons. The density of the Universe in its first 

moment of life is thought to have been 1094g/cm3 with the majority of this being 

radiation. Some of the photons became quarks, and then the quarks formed neutrons and 

protons. Eventually huge numbers of Hydrogen, Helium ans Lithium nuclei formed. 

The process of forming all these nuclei is called big bang nucleosynthesis. During this 

creation and annihilation of particles the universe was undergoing a rate of expansion 

many times the speed of light. Known as the inflationary epoch, the universe in less 

than one thousandth of a second doubled in size at least one hundred times, from an 

atomic nucleus to 1035 meters in width. 

It is important to note that the universe at this point was an ionized plasma 

where matter and radiation were inseparable. (In physics and chemistry, a plasma is 

typically an ionized gas, and is usually considered to be a distinct phase of matter in 

contrast to solids, liquids, and gases because of its unique properties.) Additionally 

there were equal amounts of particles and antiparticles. 

A few words about the so-called «chaos». In my point of view, its meaning may  

not be simply that of «nothingness»; rather it contains some attributes or qualities, in a 

particular physical state of inertia, which in their turn contain also eight entities based 

on the dual principle of contradiction and complementarity. One may say that the 

duality, and the binary way of thinking is the fundamental feature of our four-

dimensional world. We humans are subjected to this kind of logic.  

                                                 
12 MAFFEI, 1989 

13 NOVIKOV, 1983 
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From this fact we can perceive a first differentiation between the first level of 

reality, i.e., that of the primeval «chaotic» unity and the second level of reality of our 

world. The first level contains the germs of the dual level. 

The four primeval types of states or qualities, i.e., wateriness, infiniteness, 

darkness, and hiddeness, may be understood as four levels of potentiality characterized 

by duality, the next phase – but latent and virtual so far – from the primal 

undifferentiated unity. 

 

 

 

 

PICTURE 03 
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The quantum behavior pattern 

 

Why did I say that to me the Hermopolitan theology may describe a perfect 

pattern of the quantum state of what has happened before the emerging of our 

manifested (and consequently perceived with our senses) universe? 

The main reason is that that the four pairs may be generally designate with the 

term "hadron" in physics, with which they may have the closest meaning. 

Hadrons, in particle physics, designate any of the subatomic particles which 

experiences the strong nuclear force, or strong interactions, or strong force. In the 

Egyptian case, metaphorically, this strong interaction may suggest a potential "sexual 

relation" between the primal couples of snakes and frogs, which may be the main 

hadron's opposing constituents, responsible for the binding of protons and neutrons 

(generally named hadrons) together in atomic nuclei: the gluons.  

Hadrons are composed of fermions, called quarks and antiquarks, and of bosons, 

called gluons. Except for protons and neutrons, which are bound in nuclei, all hadrons 
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have short lives and are produced in high-energy collision of subatomic particles. 

Translating this idea in Egyptian terms, the four couples of divine entities eventually 

die... 

Strong interactions, or strong force means actions between elementary particles 

mediated, or carried, by gluons. Quantum field theory applied to the understanding of 

these strong interactions is called quantum chromodynamics (QCD). 

The three kinds of charge in QCD (as opposed to one in Quantum 

electrodynamics or QED) are usually referred to as «colour charge» by loose analogy to 

the three kinds of colour (red, green and blue) perceived by humans. Since the theory of 

electric charge is dubbed «electrodynamics», the Greek word chroma, Χρώμα (meaning 

colour), is applied to the theory of colour charge, «chromodynamics». QCD states that 

gluons mediate strong color charge interactions of quarks and therefore indirectly 

responsible for the binding of protons and neutrons in an atomic nucleus. 

Although the strong force acts only upon elementary particles directly, the force 

is observed between hadrons as the nuclear force.  

Gluons are massless, travel at the speed of light, and possess a special property 

called color, which is analogous to electric charge in charged particles. Color is of three 

varieties, arbitrarily designated as red, green, and blue, and – analogous to positive and 

negative charges – three anticolor varieties. Just as positively and negatively charged 

particles form electrically neutral atoms, colored quarks form particles with no net 

color. Quarks interact by emitting and absorbing massless particles (i.e., the gluons) 

each of which carries a color-anticolor pair. Eight kinds of gluons are required to 

transmit the strong force between quarks, e.g., a blue quark might interact with a yellow 

quark by exchanging a blue-antiyellow gluon. 

It may be worthy to note that as in the case of the Hermopolitan Ogdoad, there 

are the same number of gluons: eight. As the quarks move farther apart, the gluons that 

move between them utilize the energy that they draw from the quark's motion to create 

more gluons – the larger the number of gluons exchanged among quarks, the stronger 

the binding force. The gluons thus appear to lock the quarks inside the elementary 

particles, a condition called confinement. Gluons can also bind with one another to form 

composite particles called glueballs. 

While quarks have their antiparticles – antiquarks – (in some kind of 

metaphorically male-female sexual relation), gluons are their one antiparticles, they are 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colour
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some kind of androgynous entities. Therefore their nature is that of undifferentiated 

unity.  

Gluons are what hold quarks together to make bigger particles. And on the basic, 

invisible level, our universe and our world too are composed of such particles, based on 

the principle of inseparability in systems and systems of systems. From this arises the 

complex nature of the world, from macrocosms to microcosms, from the huge forms to 

the tinniest, minute ones. This quantum principle is one of the main feature of the 

manifested universe, a principle one may find also as the basic feature of magic. 

 

PICTURE 04 
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However one should not forget that any subatomic particle is in fact expressed 

as a wave-particle duality, as proved in the case of photons, in the first years of the 20
th

 

century by Max Planck
14

, and experimentally confirmed by the following generations of 

physicists.
15

 Almost in the same time Einstein proved that mass and energy is the same 

thing. So matter is nothing else that the visible, condensed form of energy characteristic 

                                                 
14 The German Nobel prized physicist Max Planck (1858-1947) made many contributions to theoretical 

physics, but his fame rests primarily on his role as originator of the quantum theory. This theory 

revolutionized our understanding of atomic and subatomic processes, just as Albert Einstein's theory of 

relativity revolutionized our understanding of space and time. In 1909 he introduced the wave-particle 

duality into physics. For further references see in the bibliography some of the articles of Martin J. Klein. 

: " MAX PLANCK and the Beginning of the Quantum Theory," Archive for History of Exact Sciences, 

1(5):459-479 (1962), "Planck, Entropy, and Quanta, 1901-1906," The Natural Philosopher, 1:83-108 

(1963), and "Thermodynamics and Quanta in Planck’s Work," Physics Today, 19:23-32 (1966). 

15 In physics, the wave-particle duality holds that light and matter exhibit properties of both waves and of 

particles. The idea of duality is rooted in a debate over the nature of light and matter dating back to the 

1600s, when competing theories of light were proposed by Christiaan Huygens and Isaac Newton. 

Through the work of Albert Einstein, Louis de Broglie and many others, it is now established that all 

objects have both wave and particle nature  - though this phenomenon is only detectable on small scales, 

such as with atoms. One does not observe that wave-like quantity of everyday objects because the 

associated wavelengths of people-sized objects are exceedingly small. That is why on our macrocosmic 

level, the wave nature of matter is a state of fact. And that a suitable interpretation of quantum mechanics 

provides the over-arching theory resolving this paradox. 
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for our space-time continuum. On a quantum, microscopic level, all particles have a 

wave nature, determined by wavelength and frequency. Therefore, basically, all entities 

are different concentrations of energy.  

In the Egyptian chaotic pre-world, initially, the energy «floated» in the 

wateriness inertial Nwn-Naunet, that is in a potential, unmanifested and latent state.  

That is why we may put the gluons on the first, primeval level of the Egyptian 

precreated world. They are the sexual bonds that tie the other virtual, potential entities, 

which «lay asleep», in a latent state and form the «hadrons» of the four main attributes 

of the chaos: inertness, eternity, darkness, hiddeness. Potential entities of which we 

know unfortunately nothing as far as the Egyptian texts unveiled themselves. These 

hadrons are potential antinomian principles who announce the forthcoming, emerging 

and manifested world of the second and binary level of Reality, and whose qualities are: 

energy, or dynamism, time, light and visibility, i.e., the macrocosmic level.  

The only thing we know from the Hermopolitan theology is that the Ogdoad, the 

fathers and mothers of the sun disk, eventually came to rest on a mound of earth that 

emerged when the waters receded. His primeval hill was, Ta-tjenen, , the 

«land that becomes distinct». Upon this First Place, arose the first Lily, , 

Nefertum, from which the sun emerged. Therefore, in the myth, however, the (sexual) 

interaction of the eight gods ultimately proved to be unbalanced, resulting in the arising 

of a new entity, be it (as one mythical tradition explains) either the child-god Re 

emerged from a lotus
16

 growing in Nun and that the tears of the child created humans; 

or a Cosmic Egg laid by a Celestial bird.  In some variations, the bird is a goose – the 

«Great Cackler» – an epithet for the solar deity Amun.  In other variations, the Cosmic 

Egg was laid by an ibis.  That’s a bird identified with Thoth, and he’s a deity associated 

with wisdom and writing.  

Now, coming back to physics one may say that apart from gluons, there are 

another quantum particles, which played an important role in the very first seconds of 

the beginning of the universe (or the Big Bang): photons. They are the particles 

responsible with the electromagnetic radiation, or the light. Like gluons, photons are 

massless too. But unlike gluons, which eventually die, photons have no electric charge, 

and an indefinitely long lifetime.  

                                                 
16 The lotus, which has its roots in mud, its stem in water and its leaves and flowers opening out into air, 

receiving the celestial dew and the sun’s rays, has always been a symbol of the four elements. This 

symbol is employed often in Egypt, in architecture as well as in myth. (Cf. WEIDNER, 1985) 
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We should remember that one of the main features of the precreated, chaotic 

world is the absence of light. By contrast, the feats of the manifested Universe are the 

light and the life. The emergence of light on the second level is the consequence of the 

eight gods or gluons of the first level, whose death process brought up the light and life. 

Therefore in the case of the Egyptian cosmological accounts the «eroticism» is 

reduced to the fundamental quantum laws, which govern the dynamic of the Universe. 

Therefore, once more, the main features of the manifested and dual world are: 

energy, or dynamism, time, light and visibility. While gluons have a short lifetime, 

photons are almost eternal.  

As long movement exists, there will be always light, time and life.  

 

Finally, what about Shw? 

 

Well, one may ask: what about the primordial god Shw, expressing the void, the 

creator of the Ogdoad? It is this divine abstraction that since the Old Kingdom played 

an important role in the creation process. Shw has a greater role in creation under the 

Hermopolitan accounts and is prominent in the Coffin Texts as assisting in the totality 

of creation from the waters of Nun (he creates the Heh gods of the Ogdoad in Spell 78 

of the Coffin Texts.  

May one assume some connotations taken from particles physics? Well, my 

answer is again yes.  

In physics, the void (the Egyptian Shw) is also called the perfect vacuum, and 

means free space. Free space simply means that there is no material or other physical 

phenomenon present except the phenomenon under consideration. Free space conveys 

that the region is absolutely devoid of matter and has no external fields or forces other 

than those considered in the problem at hand. In fact, this is an idealization, scientists 

say. For example, in the «vacuum» of outer space, there are small quantities of matter 

(mostly hydrogen), and noise sources. The density of the interplanetary medium and 

interstellar medium though is extremely low, and, for many applications, the 

interplanetary and interstellar regions are «free space».  
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PICTURE 05 
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Therefore, this abstract god Shw, the creator of the Ogdoad, may be a visual 

personification of the initial free space or void where the potential entities were floating 

in inertness, hidden in darkness. Because the god fills the middle region between gb and 

nwt, or between dwAt and earth – i.e., all invisible regions of the space or the so-called 

«heavens» – this might be the included middle, the latent unifying principle from whom 

all the antinomian principles in our world have emerged.   

 

grt bw nb Sw n pt Sw n tA dwAt pA r Dr.s 

«Moreover, any place that is devoid of sky and devoid of land, that is the entire Duat.» 

«You [the Eight] have made from your seed a germ [bnn], and you have instilled 

this seed in the lotus, by pouring the seminal fluid; you have deposited in the Nun, 

condensed into a single form, and your inheritor takes his radiant birth under the aspect 

of a child.»
17

 (Edfu VI, 11-12
18

, and Esna V, 263
19

.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
17 The Eight are called the “fathers and mothers of Re”, for the child that comes forth from this 

primordial lotus is Re - or Ra - the principle of light itself.” 

18 CHASSINAT, 1931 

19 SAUNERON, 2003 
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